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Abstract,
The global distributions of energetic electrons (0.19 - 3.2 MeV.)

and protons (0.64 - 35 HeV) are shovn in the fora of contour maps. The
data were obtained by tvo ae.ts of energetic particle telescopes on
board the satellite OHZORA. The observed altitude range is 350 - 850
ka. Ten degrees aeshes in longitude and latitude vere used to obtain
the intensity contours. A pitch angle distribution of
J(a) - J(90)- sin"a vith n = 5 is assumed to get the average intensity
in each aesn.

Introduction
The energetic particle intensity distribution belov the radiation

belt has been an interesting problem for a long tine. These intensities
vere concerned by various fields of researchers such as nagnelospheric
physicists, radiation belt physicists or cosmic X-ray astronomers as a
noise source of satellite observation under the radiation belt. Many
observations of these particles have been aade by rocket and
satellites, but the publications of about general distributions on the
globe are not so aany. A aain reason why the problem could not be a
coaaon theme lies in these different purposes depending on the research
fields.» Second. the extreaely vide dynamic ranges in intensity and
energy ( lO-'-IO5 ca 2 sec1 sr'1 M e V in Intensity and I0 3-10 J eV in
energy) cannot be covered by • single principle of observations.
Furtheraore. very auch complicated tiae variations vith tine scales
ranging froa seconds to years aake it difficult to express the 'average
intensity' although there are so aany observations in the vorld (see
Paulikas 1975). The paraaeters such as local tiae, altitude,
geoaagnetic activities will also fluctuates the particle population. In
this paper we report the geographical distributions of HeV electrons
and protons obtained by OHZORA satellite, vhich vas launched on
February 14. 1964. Global Intensity contour maps in three altitude
regions are obtained for the tiae period from February 1984 to the end
of 1985

Ins tr.uBeaia..and_.Qtiser_yjLtiQfla
The preliminary report of the intensity map of this observation is

reported ( Naga(a et. al . 1988) for the period of first 12 months. A
part of the preliminary report concerning the instrumentation vill be
briefly repeated here.

The OHZORA satellite is in an orbU at 350 850 km altitudes vith
an inclination 75V The observed data are received at three tracking
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stations. Kaf-:.iii»^ *M»a< •» Center in Japan Esrange at Kiruna and
Antarctica Syw» Base Nearly worldwide coverage way achieved by the
use of a data I<-I • -dti The data used in this paper v»re obtained from
two AE • £ teles» ••••* systems Each telescope consists <-f 100 urn and 0 5
•• thick silicon surface barrier detectors and three 3 0 mm thick
Si(Li) detectors The telescope covers the energy ranges of electrons
0 05 MeV to 3 ? MeV and protons fro» 0.58 MeV to 35 MeV. One of the
telescopes S I • mounted on the satellite looks in the anti-sun
direction and the other telescope (S-2) is mounted perpendicular to the
S-l telescope The geometrical factor of each telescope is 0.14 c»: • sr
arf the acceptance angle is ± 20s . Both of the telescopes measure the
intensities and the energy spectra of electrons and protons. The energy
spectra are analyzed by 16-channel pulse height analyzers. Hore
detailed descriptions of the telescope system and the electronics
system are given elsewhere ( Nagata et at.. 1985) .

Ve have lowest energy channel data that contains both
electrons( 0.05 - 0.19 MeV ) and protons ( 0.58 - 3 3 MeV) which are
observed by the AE detector, but ve did not use these data for
simplici ty.

The particles and the energy ranges used in the contour map were:
(1) 0.19 - 3.2 MeV electrons which are observed in the E detectors, and
(2) 0 64 - 35 MeV protons which are observed in the AE and E detectors.
The intensity contours vere mapped for three altitude regions 350-500
km. 500-700 km. and 700-850 km
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Fig 1. The orbit coverage in the period of the analyzed data
The tracks of sub-satellite points of one altitude region
(700-850 k«> are plotted.

Data and Contour Making
According to the operation schedule, this instrument worked

intermittently through the two years. An example of the orbit coverage
is shown in Fig.I as tracks of sub-satellite points for one altitude
region. Total observation time for this coverage is about 10.3 days We
divided the vhole globe into 10s" 10° meshes in latitude ».-id longitude

Since the angles between the center of the telescopes and the
geomagnetic line of force are not controlled at all. the pitch angles
of the observed particles have various values In order to obtain the
typical intensity' for each mesh, we adopt the intensity of 90° pitch
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angle Here ve assumi the pitch angle distribution as the for»

J(a) * J(90) sin"o.

where a is the particle s pitch angle and J(90) is the intensity for
a • 90' , vhich ve are going to obtain nov. As shovn in the previous
section, ve have always two data simultaneously by two sensors The
pitch angles for the tvo d«ta arc generally different each other If ve
assume the pitch angle distribution by the above equation, ve can get
the n value for ell data except the case in vhich the.tvo pitch angles
are accidentally nearly the sane value or close to zero. In Fig.2. ve
show the distribution exaaplea of the n value for one altitude region.
Fro» this figure, ve can see that the n have vide diatributions fro» 0
to 10 and have a rough average around 5.
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Fig 2 n values obtained by the tvo sensor data and assuming
the pitch angle distribution of the fora of J(a) •
.T 90>-sin's The n were calculated for each data (every 4 or
16 sec1 and the histgrams vere obtained for vhole longitude
belt vith ten degree latitude. These exaaples are for protons
and for 500-700 km altitude region

The n by other observations is the order of 5-10 or aore (Fischer
et al 1977. Fritz and Spjeldvik 1982) Here, ve assumed n * 6 and
transformed froa the flux J(a) at pitch angle a to the flux J(90> at
a - 9V As ve have tvo sensors, ve can get tvo values for 90" pitch
angle But if the observed pitch angle is too saall. the error of the
calculated value can be loo large because of the big n value Therefore
ve did not use the data vhose pitch angle is less than 20" For the
ens» cf pitch ingles greater than 20". ve averaged the resultant tvo
va 1 n»*i
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Fig 3 (a). Global distribution of electrons (0.19-3.2 MeV)
and protons fO.64-35 MeV) observed by OHZORA. No geomagnetic
conditions are selected. The data used in this plots vere
obtained in the period from February. 1984 to December. 1985
The altitude range is 350 - 500 km and the total observation
time is 234 hours
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Fig 3 (b) Same as (a) except for the altitude range of
500 700 km and the total observation tiae of 205 hours
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Fig 3 (c>. Same as (a) except for the altitude range of
700 850 kn and the total observation time of 248 hours.



As shown in Fig I. almost all meshes are scanned but there are
still some meshes vithout any data We have interpolated for these no
data meshes. In order to get smooth contours, ve also nade the running
averages in the two dimensions.

In the polar cap region, ve sometimes observe solar flare
associated particle fluxes (Takenaka et. al. 1988). Jn this paper, our
purpose is to get the map of steady state particle intensity. Hence ve
also excluded these solar flare particles from the data analysis. The
geomagnetic Kp indices are usually used for the particle population
studies (Voss and Smith. 1980). In this paper, however, ve integrated
all data for all Kp values in order to get 'gross averaged particle
population* on the globe.

Thus obtained global distributions of electrons and protons are
shown in Fig.3 for three altitude regions. The nominal observed energy
ranges of electrons and protons are 0.19-3.2 Hev and 0.64-35 MeV,
respectively. But the effective energy that correspond to Fig.3 is
below 1 MeV for both particles because of the large (̂  10) power index
of the energy spectra (Nagata et. al. , 1985).

The intense regions of South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and auroral
regions are clearly seen for all altitudes. An overall feature of the
distribution is not so different from the results by Voss and Smith.
1980. But ve cannot see the equatorial precipitation zone in our
results This reason can be the geomagnetic conditions, because ve
selected no geomagnetic activities vhile they found the equatorial
precipitation zone in moderately disturbed periods. The ridge above
Mexico from south to north above 700 km altitude is noticeable in our
results.

Ve are grateful to the staffs of OHZORA group vhich is directed by
Prof. Itoh of The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science.
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